occasions a guest at Taliesin, said to me one evening, 'Yours is the most
alive group of young men and women I've seen together since I became an
educator.'
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED
Taliesin Sunday Evening Occasions take place in the Taliesin living
room number three, the third living room to stand in the same space. The
most desirable work of art in modern times is a beautiful living room, or
let's say a beautiful room to live in. And if perpetually designing were
perpetual motion the world would have in Taliesin that much-sought-for
illusion for the millennium. The Spirit of Design was pervasive, presided
really, at these Taliesin events. The Saturday evening rehearsals and these
Sunday night occasions were natural Fellowship festivity. But discipline
at Taliesin in doing anything at all anywhere, lies in the fact that through-
out, all must be especially designed. In none of anything can anything go
that is not as especially designed to be perfectly natural to itself and
Taliesin as sheep, crows, and butterflies are out of doors. And I want to
insist that no discipline from the exterior is so severe a strain as this
discipline from within.
This discipline applies to our boys and girls when they take turns pro-
viding the customary house decorations in appropriate scale or getting
'especially designed' effects with native wild things or familiar trees and
garden flowers, effects that were invariably as original and charming in
seasonal arrangement as they were fresh in touch and idea with each indi-
vidual who took charge. The seeds of good design fell about the place as
naturally as apples fall from trees or thistledown drifts from the thistle
crown. 'Design' even in festivity—why not especially—was like air, the
thistledown, because of what was around about, like the thistle crown, to
fill and excite the mind. Every move in any direction is an opportunity.
To be a developed designer or a designer in embryo was simply to be a
natural member of the Taliesin Fellowship. Every member from the first
to the last one was in active service to Organic Design.
From the very first we have had these pleasant distinguished company
weekends—although guests are seldom invited because we were not really
ready, we felt, but they were always welcome just the same and plenty
came. Soon after the first years of professionals playing high quarters, we
got our own Taliesin trio and quartet going into rehearsals. Soloists were
plentiful among us from the first. Professionals from the various orchestras
had come to join us for the summer but we soon got tired of playing second,
ourselves merely entertained. We found, also and soon, that the musical
activity of the Fellowship languished when the professionals did come.
There were many reasons for this. So now, as I had desired from the first
day of the Fellowship, we have our own male choir singing Palestrina,
Bach, Negro spirituals, folksongs, and other good music: a repertoire of
some seventy-five SOttgs. We have a quartet, a trio, and as usual, many
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